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 Confession time: I like it when people think highly of me. I like feeling 

important, admired. As someone who is in a position of power as a priest, it is a big 

temptation. People often let me know how great they think of me, how I am closer 

to God, how blessed I am, how brave they think I am for giving up the pleasures of 

life and serving the church… and thinking about them thinking of me this way, 

well… it feels good… makes me feel special, like I am somehow different than 

everyone else, better, more favored not only by them, but by God.  

 I don’t think I’m alone in admitting I like that feeling… if you ever received a 

compliment or praise, surely you know what I’m talking about. There is something 

about feeling superior and more important than other that is just so… nice!  

Maybe it is such a power feeling that we all experience because it is a way to 

help us not think about how insignificant we actually are in the grand scheme of 

things… it’s not as nice to think that we are but a second in the history of time… 

that we are but a speck in the vast universe… that eventually we will simply be 

forgotten. No one wants to be forgotten, to feel insignificant, so maybe that is why 

we gravitate towards searching for ways to avoid, escape, or change that reality, and 

feel endlessly valuable. 

That seems to be a driving force in human action from the very beginning. 

Think for example of the three great pyramids in Egypt: each built for just for one 

person, a pharos who did not want to be insignificant, who wanted to be 

immortalized in history.  

Let’s imagine for a second that the three pharoses for which the pyramids 

were built show up to the dinner banquet in the gospel, dressed to impress, Egyptian 
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eye liner on point, as they approach the table looking for the best seat, and then like 

kids fighting over who got to ride in the front seat, beginning to argue amongst 

themselves who would get the best seat. Imagine Jesus hearing them argue with 

“my pyramid is bigger than yours!” And he is observing this, he gets DeJa’Vu as he 

thinks “why do I feel like I’ve heard this before?” Then he remembers walking with 

his disciples earlier when they too were arguing among themselves about who was 

the greatest... and realizing: the need for honor is a deep human problem. 

Why? What does having honor accomplish? What Jesus is bringing to our 

attention is how we often equate honor with value, and honor and value can only be 

measured in comparison to something deemed less honorable and valuable. The 

higher the honor, the more valuable people seem to be.   

I was reminded of this at the airport on Friday. I’m at the gate waiting to 

board the plane when they call out over the intercom “At this moment we invite all 

of our First-class passengers to come aboard the plane.” All of us coach just 

judgingly stare at those who get up… observing what they wear, how they carry 

themselves… thinking “hummm… I thought you looked arrogant… now I see…” 

And you can feel it walking down the isle of the plane afterwards… making your 

way towards the back as they are already seated with double the space, drink on 

hand…  

BTW, once I got a free upgrade to first class and gosh, oh it was nice! I almost 

took on a different persona, chest out, my how I carried myself changed, even how I 

spoke… I felt superior! And non-chelantly looking at people walk past me as I was 
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already seated, it was nice! Money can’t buy true happiness, but it sure can provide 

a moment of feeling pretty darn special! 

But back to the gospel… the problem is not that there are disparities between 

people. That’s inherently not a bad thing. It’s not bad that some might be able to 

afford more comforts in life then others… if ever I am in need, I will be glad to 

know people who can help me financially. It’s not bad that there are people more 

intelligent than me. If I ever need help thinking something out, I will ask the person 

I know has the capacity. It’s not a bad thing that some might have a better spiritual 

life than others. If I want someone to pray for me, I want to ask someone I know 

has a deep prayer life. Disparities are normal and they do have their place. Some 

people will have more than others.  

The problem that Jesus is alerting to in the gospel is when honor become THE 

VALUE. If feeling honor is what gives us a sense of value, and if we want to be 

valuable beyond telling, meaning, if we desire immortality, to live forever, then 

self-made honor will never lead us there, if anything, it makes us miserable chasing 

something we can never achieve. Immortality cannot be self-made, and to think that 

I can, is nothing but an illusion of pride.  

Pride; that desire to be more than what we are. Pride; the impulse to live in 

such a way that makes us ignore our limitations, even if for a moment. Pride; that 

mechanism within the human heart that draws our focus inwardly, and makes others 

the slaves of our empire.  

That is what Jesus is observing and dealing with as he sat around that dinner 

table, and that is what the community of Luke was dealing with in their church, 
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hence why Luke is including this in his gospel. There must have been members of 

the church who were beginning to think highly of themselves and ignoring the 

needs of those less fortunate. They were beginning to treat being members of the 

community, and sitting around the celebration of the Lord’s supper as a status 

symbol.  

So Jesus, and what Luke is emphasizing, is that for God, value looks very 

different… value is not measured by the honor we receive from our human 

achievement… if what we search for, what we value, is immortality, if that is at the 

root of our deepest desire, than that is something that is given to us fully and freely 

by God – and to know that value does not depend on me, is to live a life of humility. 

In the Christian tradition, humility goes beyond the general definition of “not 

thinking so highly of yourself.” Humility is to recognize that only God gives us 

what we need for our ultimate fulfilment. Christian humility then changes our 

communities. It helps me be a better parent, a better priest, a better student, because 

I will be aware of my tendency to want others to bow to me, to praise me, to put 

others down for the sake of me. We are all prone to that in whatever roles and 

capacities we serve. 

The celebration of the Lord’s supper keeps u humble. To come to mass is an 

act of humility – it is to come completely empty handed, where the focus is not who 

is who, who is wearing what, who is seating where… the focus is receiving, each 

the same, the honor of God’s very life. Value and honor at this table is given, not 

earned, by a God who is completely impartial.  
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For us Christians, we don’t need to do things to impress others, to feel 

important, immortal… no need to build pyramids, empires… Humility, in the 

Christian sense, allows us to recognize that God has already given us everything, 

we have been given the place of honor. 


